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Smart Snacks Lesson

Experience:
Commercializing Ourselves
Age

xChildren
7-10

xChildren
11-14

xMixed Ages

Setting

oClassroom

oCamp

xEither

Location

oOutside

xIndoors

oEither

Virginia Standards of Learning
English 3.1, 3.2, 3.8, 4.1, 4.2, 5.1, 5.2, 6.1,
6.2, 7.1, 7.3, 7.6, 7.8, 8.2, 8.3, 8.6, 8.7
Health 3.1, 3.2, 4.1, 5.1, 5.2, 6.1,
6.2, 6.6, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 8.4, 8.5

Project Skill: Understanding advertisements

4.	Ask each group to create an advertisement by
acting and role-playing.

Success Indicators: As a result of this activity,
students will be able to:

5. Allow groups to work together 10-15 minutes.

• e xhibit different advertising techniques to
encourage individuals to purchase different food

6.	When groups are ready, have each group present
their advertisement to the other groups.

• learn that food is a billion dollar industry

7. D
 iscuss some of the techniques they used to
promote their product.

• explain a motive for advertising

8.	If there is time, ask students to write a short letter
to their parents describing what they learned in this
exercise and what they’d like their parents to know.

Life Skills: Communication, Teamwork, Critical
thinking
Preparation Time: Collect items for boxes or
wrappers of different food products and/or drinks, as
well as different food advertisements.

9. D
 iscuss the questions shown here and encourage
them to share their ideas with their families.

Tips:

Supplies:

• Assign one student leader to each group.

• B
 oxes or wrappers of different food products and
drinks

• E
 ncourage shy students to use this exercise as an
opportunity to express themselves.

• Fruits and vegetables

• T
 ie learning from this exercise back to MyPlate
and the Smart Foods lesson.

• Sports items
• Paper for letter to parents (optional)

Other Ideas:

Steps:

• A
 sk groups to develop poster advertisements
instead of skits. Request that the groups write on a
separate piece of paper:

1. B
 egin by discussing one food-related
advertisement with the class.
2. Divide members into small groups.

1.	the name of the product they are trying to
promote;

3. A
 ssign each group a specific product to advertise.
See examples.

2.

the technique they are using to promote it; and
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Apply:

3.	what consumers should consider when they
view advertisements and/or promotions,
such as how much money is spent on ads for
different types of foods. Once the exercise is
completed, post the posters and advertisement
descriptions in the classroom or in the hallway
for other students to view.

• I f you could tell someone about this activity, who
would you tell? Why?
• W
 hat will you do with this information in the
future? Will you view advertisements differently?

Examples:
• U
 se examples of products that support topics in the
other lesson plans, such as soda, MyPlate (whole
grains, fruits, and vegetables), and sports items
(such as running or athletic shoes).

Share:
• What did you discover?

Process:
• W
 hat different types of techniques were used to try
to encourage you to purchase the food?

Fruits and Vegetables–the

• How did your group decide what to act out?

original fast food

• Why is it important to learn about advertising?

Generalize:
• E
 xplain what types of advertisements you see for
food.
• What are the main motives for advertising?
• W
 hy is television a popular medium for
advertising?

Advertisements are

• I n what groups of MyPlate do most of the
advertised foods belong?

designed to persuade you

• C
 ompare advertising techniques between “healthy”
and “unhealthy” items, such as fruit and soda.

to buy items.

• H
 ow do advertisements deal with “negative” or
“unhealthy” aspects of a product?

Not all advertised foods

• W
 hat other persuasive techniques do you see in
commercial advertisements?

and drinks are healthy

• H
 ow will you view commercial advertisements as
a result of this activity?
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